
 

 

 

The new ZinserRing 72 ring spinning 

machine 

from Zinser - Proven technology on course 

for a successful future 
 

What is the best equipment for textile companies that want to grow? Zinser answered this 

pressing question with proven technology on course for a successful future – the Zinser 72 

series, which combines decades of experience and acknowledged reliability with innovative 

performance. The new ZinserRing 72 ring spinning machine and the ZinserImpact 72 compact 

spinning machine offer spinning mills a highly productive and commercially compelling 

platform for increased growth and profitability. 
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For strong growth 

Ring spinning mills in textile growth markets 

currently enjoy excellent prospects if they 

resolutely pursue their market strategy. The new 

Zinser 72 product family gives companies the 

necessary thrust to realise ambitious growth plans 

successfully. The Zinser experts have created the 

optimum technological basis for promising 

quantitative and qualitative growth strategies 

with a quick return on investment with the 

ZinserRing 72 and ZinserImpact 72. Zinser has 

consistently designed the new ring spinning 

machines for high productivity and efficiency as 

well as outstanding yarn quality.  

High-speed, economical production on up to 1,920 spindles 

With up to 1,920 spindles, the ZinserRing 72 produces yarn extremely economically, which increases 

profit. At a production capacity of 30,000 spindles comprising roving frames, ring spinning and winding 

machines, production costs fall by 9% compared with machines with 1,200 spindles. Its footprint is 12% 

smaller. The ZinserRing 72 utilises the available production space to the greatest effect, ensuring a quick 

return on investment. Similar savings can be achieved with the ZinserImpact 72 compact spinning 

machine, which can be fitted with up to 1,728 spindles. 
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Spinning at high speed 

Thanks to its sophisticated machine concept, the new 

spinning machines spin at up to 25,000 rpm at all spindles. 

It is a marathon machine, delivering full power over its 

entire length. The sensor-controlled drive technology 

guarantees top speeds and the lowest yarn break rates. 

Shift for shift, the high delivery speeds of the Zinser 72 

series offer more yarn. Thanks to rings that can be centred, 

high-speed spindles and the high-speed spinning software 

OptiStep, the ring spinning machines produce perfect 

bobbins with more yarn and optimal unwinding properties 

in the package winding department. 

 

For growing companies, this means: a guaranteed ability to deliver, even with high order spikes. 

 

Energy requirement reduced to 55% 

The new ring spinning machines saves energy. 

The bilateral suction system at the machine ends in combination with the tried-and-tested OptiSuction 

yarn break suction system reduces energy requirements to 55% of what would normally be needed. 

 

Economical down to the last detail 

The Zinser 72 series is economical down to the last detail. Bilateral pneumatic filter screen cleaning 

reduces the need for operating staff. Increasingly expensive fibre raw materials are also conserved. The 

material accumulated can be prepared afresh and spun again. Rival compact spinning machines do not 

offer this option. 
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Constant and reproductive yarn quality on all 

machines 

In today‘s demanding growth markets, constant, 

reproducible quality is the key to success. On the new 

ring spinning machines you can spin standard ring and 

compact yarns, siro yarns and fancy yarns of uniform 

quality, because the Zinser 72 series leaves nothing to 

chance. All spinning parameters and machine 

components such as the spindle drive, FancyDraft and 

the automatic doffer CoWeMat are set centrally at the 

EasySpin touchscreen. Imprecise mechanical settings 

are a thing of the past thanks to ServoDraft, the 

electronic drafting system. Every spindle and every 

machine thus produces identical, precisely defined 

yarn quality. 

 

Constant and reproductive yarn quality on all machines 

In today‘s demanding growth markets, constant, reproducible quality is the key to success. On the new 

ring spinning machines you can spin standard ring and compact yarns, siro yarns and fancy yarns of 

uniform quality, because the Zinser 72 series leaves nothing to chance. All spinning parameters and 

machine components such as the spindle drive, FancyDraft and the automatic doffer CoWeMat are set 

centrally at the EasySpin touchscreen. Imprecise mechanical settings are a thing of the past thanks to 

ServoDraft, the electronic drafting system. Every spindle and every machine thus produces identical, 

precisely defined yarn quality. 

 

Sophisticated details also improve process reliability: the Zero Underwinding concept renders additional 

cleaning cycles unnecessary. Wharve cleaning can be dispensed with. 

 

ZinserImpact 72: the most efficient compact spinning technology 

The ZinserImpact 72 is equipped with the world‘s most efficient compact spinning technology. 

Compared with drum systems, the innovative system is self-cleaning. The milling effect at the deflection 

point of the compact apron prevents dirt particles and fibre fragments from becoming lodged in the 

openings in the apron. This has two advantages. It is more productive for a start: yarn production can 

be increased without the need for staff-intensive cleaning rocketing. Spinning, not cleaning. In the 

second place, the yarn quality is constant from the first to the last spindle, as the compact power 

remains at the level set initially. Word has got around about this benefit, and some manufacturers of 

drum systems have gone over to alleviating the soiling problems on their machines using additional 

components. 

 

Uncouple growth from the labour requirement with CoWeMat 

The efficiency ratings of the Zinser 72 series are boosted further when the fastest, most reliable doffer in 

the world, the Zinser CoWeMat, comes into the equation. The original CoWeMat reduces the need for 

operators on a ring spinning machine. For companies geared to growth, this means: growing without 

labour resources. The original CoWeMat performs its work reliably and without interruption. The 

system has six safeguards: 
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 a safety membrane in the gripper prevents doffing stops 

 autonomous pneumatic system for greater process reliability 

 laser light barrier for automatic take-off monitoring 

 BobbinTray belt system for accurate conveying without 

recalibration 

 secure cutting of coarse and highly tear-resistant yarns 

 highly precise start-up for minimal yarn breaks 

 a safety membrane in the gripper prevents doffing stops 

 autonomous pneumatic system for greater process reliability 

 laser light barrier for automatic take-off monitoring 

 BobbinTray belt system for accurate conveying without recalibration 



 secure cutting of coarse and highly tear-resistant yarns 

 highly precise start-up for minimal yarn breaks 

 

 

The CoWeMat is so flexible that the Zinser engineers have a customised, perfectly configured 

automation solution ready for every situation on site. The CoWeMat is used as a standalone version or 

directly linked to the winding machine. 

 

On the standalone version, the CoWeFeed unsorted tube feed eliminates manual presorting of the 

tubes. This alone yields a substantial reduction in the labour requirement. 

 

Direct linkage to the winding machine means that bobbins and empty tubes no longer have to be 

transported by staff. Transportation is handled by the secure, efficient and reliable Zinser BobbinTray 

system. This full automation separates any growth in sales completely from the labour resources 

required. 

 

Designed in Germany for the markets of the future 

With the ZinserRing 72 and the ZinserImpact 72, companies on a growth trajectory have a reliable, 

powerful and economical production platform at their disposal. Designed in Germany, this generation 

of machines is for companies that aim to join the ranks of the premier league. 
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